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14 & 15 SEPTEMBER 2019
LAUNCH EVENT REDCAR SEAFRONT 13 SEPT FROM 6:30PM

KIRKLEATHAM REDCAR TS10 5DW
FREE ADMISSION PARKING £5 PER CAR

START
YOUR
JOURNEY

HELLO
& WELCOME!

COME TOGETHER TO
CHANGE THE WAY WE LIVE
AND PROTECT OUR PLANET.

In this anniversary year of the Moon Landing, we
think about what we aspire to on our own planet, and how
to look after it better. Of course we will be building our own DIY
rockets, look out for Whippet Up (pg9) Woodshed Workshop (pg8) and
Little Inventors (p12) but also looking at how we might live better together here
and maybe welcome aliens from another continent – or even galaxy, see Manic Chord
with their new show The Unknown (pg4).
Some of us on this part of the earth we call the Tees Valley are proud to call ourselves
smoggies, but we have been steadily improving the air quality of our lovely area, so CLEAN
AIR is an important theme for us in 2019. In May, supported by Tees Valley Combined
Authority, we again commissioned artists to respond to the theme of VIEWPOINTS,
encouraging visitors to see the Tees Valley in a new light and to change views about clean
air and sustainability. Look out for Andy Hazell’s Cow Car returning to open our Parade on
Friday 13th joined by community groups including the Link and Anchor Housing and some
extraordinary Human Sensors (dancers Urban Kaos choreographed by Ruth Jones) who will
react to the levels of pollution in our atmosphere…
We have scheduled VIEWPOINTS to coincide with the Festival this year so head to the Palace
Hub on Redcar’s seafront for background to all the work, sited in Middlesbrough, Darlington
and Redcar, and see Peter Evans large scale work You see, breathe, feel created with ink
captured from diesel fumes. (See back page for details of all the other works)
We thank our ongoing supporters Redcar and Cleveland Borough Council, Arts Council of
England, Tees Valley Combined Authority, Teesside University, The Square, Sabic and Stockton
Riverside College and Redcar and Cleveland College who have helped us grow over the last
seven years.

Follow the signs and use the maps onsite
and check out which colour zone you are
in. Keep turning corners and discovering
new things!
If in doubt, ask one of our wonderful
volunteers and as ever The Ringmaster our
Master of Ceremonies will be onsite to keep
us in line with a wink and a cheeky smile.
JOIN IN, MAKE, EAT, PLAY, SHARE
and LEARN with a host of activities and
entertainment.

We are so proud to be working with them and with local and national artists and makers,
community foundations, educational establishments and businesses small and large to create
the Festival of Thrift together. We need support to continue to make that happen, so please
contact us if you want to be part of the story.

Around every corner of our magical site
something different is waiting for you to
discover and enjoy. Expect new discoveries,
thought provoking performances and our
special mix of hands on fun, food, music,
dance and song.

STELLA HALL, FESTIVAL DIRECTOR

Bicycle Ballet

on behalf of the Festival of Thrift Team

www.festivalofthrift.co.uk
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Use this guide to help plan your visit through
the festival. We have 3 zones, packed with
things to see, do and get
involved in.
The Ringmaster
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TIME: 6.30PM
DAY: FRIDAY
LOCATION: REDCAR TOWN CENTRE

Our Thrifty parade will launch the seventh
Festival of Thrift in joyful style, championing
creativity and community in Redcar and
spreading the Thrifty message of good living
in sustainable ways. Led by Stellar Projects,
the procession will include local community
groups, professional performers and musicians,
including last year’s popular Cow Car, to
restate the highly topical warning of the dangers
of methane emissions, and dancers wearing
Kasia Molga’s extraordinary Human Sensor
costumes, which measure and reflect diesel
emissions in the atmosphere! Setting off from
Kirkleatham Museum a cohort of bikes will
make their way to the Community Heart,
in Redcar town centre, where they will meet
the walking parade participants. The parade
will take the Festival through the heart of the
town centre and along the sea front to finish
at the bandstand.

The site is large so make sure you the check the map so you don't miss anything.
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YELLOW ZONE

BISTRO DU VAN
Times: 11am-4pm
Days: Saturday and Sunday
Location: Stables

THE UNKNOWN 
MANIC CHORD THEATRE
Times: 10:30am, 12:45pm & 3pm
Days: Saturday and Sunday
Location: Toasting Gate Field

We’ve given a bunch of adventurous amateur
cooks the chance to open their own pop-up
bistro…. in a camper van! Expect amazing food
and a completely bonkers dining experience.
You can book on the day, so just turn up and
see which vans are available – select the
coolest camper or your favourite menu –
there’s Cambodian, Filipino, Teesdale Tacos
and more to choose from.

BSL

Inspired by E.T. & Stranger Things an extraterrestrial family adventure. Parents and
children will be transported to another world.
The question is: will they ever return? Amber, a
tech savvy teen and her rather more traditional
grandmother, Dawn are onto something
supernatural. With fellow members of the
Society for Speculation, can the daring duo
The
getUnknown
to the bottom of these gravitational goings
on? Come and join Amber and Dawn for an
out of this world adventure. Download APP
before festival.

Bistro Du Van

BEST IN SHOW

The Unknown – Manic Chord Theatre

Time: 2:30pm
Days: Saturday and Sunday
Location: Toasting Gate Field

COW CAR ANDY HAZELL
Times: 10am-5pm
Day: Saturday
Location: Toasting Gate Field

Cow Car – Andy Hazell

JAMMALITTLE & JAMMALOT
Times: 10:30am, 11:30am, 12:30pm,
1:30pm, 2:30pm, 3:30pm & 4:30pm
Days: Saturday and Sunday
Location: Toasting Gate Field
Our very own Festival of Thrift Jam & Chutney
Factory. Producing artisan jams, chutneys and
soups – on-site, from your donated vegetables
and fruit. Chopping, cooking, stirring,
preserving, tasting, bottling and labelling, or
just serving hot. Donate your excess fruit and
vegetables or your time for chopping and
preparing and together we’ll produce some
wonderful bottled preserves and lovely warming
soup. Get stuck in and get sticky, chopping
Pic up
ic C
strawberries (maybe eating a few too) fornthe
in
yummy Festival of Thrift jam pot. Discover the ema
magic of jam making and everyone gets little
jar of deliciousness to take home.
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Back for another year – a life-size Argentinian
Beef Cow sitting atop a VW Beetle. Built as
part of VIEWPOINTS 2018 to highlight the
fact that Cattle Farming does more damage to
the atmosphere than all the Cars, and Trucks,
and Ships and Planes put together!

So, you think you are a thrifty dresser? This
year we invite you to come in your best outfit
inspired by the festival and its themes… We
are looking for out of this world attire – space
themed outfits, retro looks, environmentally
savvy, home-made glam, charity shop crazy
whatever floats your boat – REMEMBER
though they must be thrifty! Each day we will
announce the best in show and showcase the
outfit on our catwalk!

OXGLAM FASHION SHOW
Time: 1:45pm
Days: Saturday and Sunday
Location: Toasting Gate Field

BSL

Our world-famous sustainable fashion show
Oxglam made possible with make up by
Stockton Riverside College Makeup students
and outfits designed by and donated by
Oxfam. Back on the catwalk expect to see
something surprising, inspirational and – of
course – transferable to your own wardrobe.
Looking a million dollars doesn’t have to cost
you. It’s all about how you style it and how you
let your individuality shine through. Vintage,
second hand and upcycled clothes have long
been the way that people stamp out their own
style, it’s the way that creative folks develop
their sense of individual style. This year the
themes are Clean Air and The Moon Landing,
so the sky is the limit!

OxGlam

TWO TIN CANS  SUZIE DEVEY
Times: 10am-5pm
Days: Saturday and Sunday
Location: Stables
Teeny Tiny printmaking in a full size red phone
box! Come along and make a print with local
printmaker Suzie Devey inside this miniature
printmaking studio. It's free and you keep the
work you make.

Dylan Cartlidge

THE SABIC STAGE
Time: From 11am
Days: Saturday & Sunday
Location: SABIC Stage

SEE
S TA G E F
L IN E U PO R

The SABIC Stage will have an exciting line up
of bands performing all weekend. Compared
by BBC Tees presenter Adam Clarkson,
Saturday highlights are part of our homegrown programming and include, The Wild
Rover and The Haverton Hillbillies and their
accompanying male choir Infant Hercules,
Jodie Nicholson from Darlington, Yorkshire
based Captain of the Lost Waves, Danny
Devon a singer songwriter described as a
council estate Bob Dylan and Redcar raised
star fresh from the BBC introducing stage
Dylan Cartlidge. Sunday gives us songs from
sustainability activist Barbra Helen, followed
by Kay Greyson, a Newcastle based hip-hop
artist and recently crowned ‘Best Newcomer’
in the North East Culture Awards, The new
funk-pop band in town The Lulas from
Teesside, and if that’s not good enough, we are
thrilled to have Biscuit Head and the Biscuit
Badgers back to the Festival again followed
by progressive folk band from Newcastle Pons
Aelius! For full line up check online and onsite.

www.festivalofthrift.co.uk
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WORLD CAFÉ™
Time: 3pm
Days: Saturday and Sunday
Location: Toasting Gate Field

Tees Valley Nature Partnership are holding a
World Café ™ to discuss the state of nature and
what to do about it! How we can think global
and act local to help create a green and hopeful
future – starting now. If you're aged 11 years
and up, we want to hear what you have to say!
The World Café ™ is a safe, fun and inclusive
forum, we’ll discuss; species and habitat loss,
climate change, pollution, plastics, along with
creative and practical solutions. You might start
a global movement!

VIEWPOINTS

TALKS AND DEBATE
BSL interpretation provided on some shows,
please check online

SUNDAY

WORLD CAFÉ ™ TENT

WORLD CAFÉ ™ TENT

Time: 11:30am

Wayne Hemingway will join Lynne Hugill,
Course Leader Fashion & Textiles University of
Teesside. We all engage with fashion due to the
simple fact that we all wear clothes. The fashion
industry plays a major part in the global
economy, but it is one of the most polluting
industries in the world. Come and find out
about sustainable alternatives and innovations
for a cleaner, fairer and safer clothing industry.

LITTLE INVENTORS  WHAT FUTURE
FOR ENERGY?

Time: 1:30pm

Dominic Wilcox, Sunderland-born designer
and inventor will present Little Inventors, a
creative initiative that takes children's amazing
ideas seriously and brings them to life working
with local makers. From food waste to space
travel, Little Inventors have tapped into
children's creative powers to engage them with
the issues of today. Dominic will launch the
new Pioneers Energy Challenge, a project
for children aged 8 - 12 to invent better ways
to make, use, store and stop wasting energy.
He will be joined by Arthur, aged 10, who
invented the sun-tracking Supergrow 11000, as
featured on the BBC's Gardener's World show
for a cleaner, fairer and safer clothing industry.
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Tees Valley

SATURDAY
WHAT CAN FASHION DO FOR
PLANET EARTH?

YELLOW FOOD ZONE

FREE
T IC K E T S

The planet is in ecological crisis: we are in the
midst of the sixth mass extinction event this
planet has experienced. Scientists believe we
may have entered a period of abrupt climate
breakdown. This is an emergency.

Time: 1:30pm

We used to love plastic. Now, thanks to oceans
of litter, the tide of public opinion seems to be
turning. But are the alternatives really more
sustainable? And can we honestly expect the
food in our fridge to be just as good and
safe to eat? Join Festival food guru Simon
Preston and guest panellists for a provocative
and enlightening discussion exploring the
environmental choices facing us all.

Visit our hands-on hub,
book online or just drop in.

See on lin e
FOR MORE
DETAILS

DROP IN (from £1)

EXTINCTION REBELLION

WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT ZERO
PLASTIC. ABSOLUTELY FANTASTIC?
OR WAY TOO DRASTIC?

YELLOW WORKSHOP ZONE
THE CRAFT MARQUEE

Time: 11:30am

In this public talk, climate speakers from
Extinction Rebellion will share the latest
climate science on where our planet is heading,
discuss some of the current psychology around
climate change, and offer solutions through the
study of social movements.

Print Making

Stained Glass Taster

KIRKLEATHAM HALL SCHOOL
Times: 10am-5pm
Days: Saturday and Sunday
Location: Oakwood Centre Kirkleatham
Hall School
Students have been working with Sara
Calgie by taking part in a range of activities
using the moon and the moon landings for
inspiration. The work will be displayed in
the café and garden throughout the festival.

ACORN CAFÉ
Times: 10am-3pm
Days: Saturday and Sunday
Location: Oakwood Centre Kirkleatham
Hall School
Stop and refuel at the school’s café, all
prepared and served by students. Serving
their famous butties and flapjacks.

SILK PAINTING – Shirley Wells Art
JEWELLERY FROM COPPER – Bean Creative
HAND WEAVING – Tabby Textiles
CLAY TILE MAKING –Meg Ashley Art
STAINED GLASS TASTER – Janet Frazer
BOTANICAL MONOPRINTS – Minouche
RAG RUG MAKING – The Bee Loft

STABLES WORKSHOPS
DROP IN (from £1)
LINO CUT PRINT MAKING – Snow and Crow
FLAG WORKSHOP – Infinite Arts
GREEN TEES VALLEY – Groundworks
STAMPING – Evancliffe Leather
ADVANCE BOOKING (from £7)
THERMALITE BLOCK SCULPTING – ArtT £12
LEATHER BOWL MAKING – Evancliffe
Leather £12
LAMPSHADE MAKING –
Just Like Home £10
SOLAR POWERED
BATTERY PACKS 
SF Innovations Free

Nibble, graze and pace yourself, stalls are selling a wide choice of artisan food stuff with hot snacks, meals and sweet treats.
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BLUE ZONE

PINK ZONE

ROCKET BUILDING 
WOODSHED WORKSHOP

THE ECO CHALLENGE
SABIC ESCAPE ROOM

Times: 10:30am-5pm
Days Saturday and Sunday
Location: Cycle Hub
Okay so you may have built a bottle
rocket in the past or maybe a lego
spaceship? Well this year we are
building rockets out of reclaimed wood,
hammers and nails, once the building is
complete we will ask you to get creative
with paint to personalise you’re your
invention (all tools provided).

ST CUTHBERTS CHURCH

Times: 10.30am,12.00, 1:30 & 3:00pm
Day: Saturday and Sunday
Location: Kirkleatham Museum

Times: 10:30am-5pm
Days: Saturday and Sunday
Location: Kirkleatham Lane
St Cuthbert’s is one of the oldest and most
beautiful churches in the region. The church will
be throwing open their doors and celebrating
throughout the weekend. Refreshments will be
available throughout the weekend, as well as
tours and children's activities. At 10:30am on
Sunday morning there will be an all age
Harvest Festival service. In the afternoon join
them for Hymns and Pimms at 3.30pm.

Misson Out of Control – Whippet Up

MISSION OUT OF CONTROL 
WHIPPET UP
ALSO
Pop-UP

A GLASS ORCHESTRA  THE
LAWNMOWERS THEATRE COMPANY

PERFORMANCE
Times: 10am-3pm
Days: Saturday and Sunday
Location: Adventure playground

Times: 10:30am, 12pm, 1:30pm & 3pm
Day: Saturday
Location: St Cuthbert’s Church

Rocket Building – Woodshed Workshop

An interactive re-imagining of the Moon
Landing. Immerse yourself in an out of this
world experience with Whippet Up where all
the excitement and optimism of space travel
in the 1960’s is brought to life. Central to the
activity will be Mission (out of) Control – where
space attire will be created, astronauts will be
trained and a four-stage rocket will be built.
With Phoenix Voices and Mouthful creating
a vocal soundtrack, performances that will
accompany and direct the launch, orbit and
re-entry of the lunar module and the command
module that will go on expeditions to ‘boldly
take people where no festival performance has
gone before. Join in, dress up, help build the
rocket and then take off!

A fragile moment. A delicate connection. A
simple realisation.... Today could be the best
day of our lives! Experience the clarity of
The Lawnmowers sonic dream world through
marimbas, tubular bells, drone bowls, and even
drums....all made of glass! The lawnmowers
might also be popping up across the site so keep
your eyes and ears open.

HERITAGE CRAFT AREA
DROP IN WORKSHOPS
METALWORK FLOWERS – Feral Metal
BIRD BOXES – Rewilding
BIO BURST PLANTING WORKSHOP
– MIMA
PRE-BOOKABLE WORKSHOPS
SPOON CARVING – Rewilding £14
TRADITIONAL POTTERY – Roseberry
Ceramics Group £10
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www.festivalofthrift.co.uk

The Eco Challenge Escape Room is a family
and teenager friendly gamed, designed to
engage and educate the participants on the
challenges of plastic and educate on the
various methods of recycling. Participants are
invited to solve a series of interactive tasks and
puzzles. Each task reveals key information in
order to start the next one. By completing all
of the tasks, the room is ‘unlocked’. The Eco
Challenge game has been developed by
Jack Morton Agency on behalf of SABIC, in
partnership with Mystery Rooms in Germany.
The game is suitable for families with children
aged 11 and over. The minimum number of
participants is two and maximum number is
eight. The duration of the game is aimed to be
completed within 45 minutes but assistance
will be given to ‘escape’ if required. The Eco
Challenge game will take place in Kirkleatham
Museum; look out for the signage on the
exterior of the Museum.

Pink Zone Stalls

CYCLE HUB
Times: 10am-5pm
Days: Saturday and Sunday
Location: Old Sawmill Cattery

Cy
cle

THE DANCE SPACE
Times: 10am-5pm
Days: Saturday and Sunday
Location: Kirkleatham Museum Garden

Hu

b

Launched in 2018 this new hub is all things on two
wheels plus a little bit more. Full of expert knowledge
and activities you will also find Woodshed
Workshop building rockets out of recycled wood.
Park your bike, get a health check, find out more
about sustainable travel options near you and drop
into a workshop with Mens Sheds.

Bring your dancing shoes for an energetic
space themed dance session with Club
Groovy– full of fun, props and pizazz!
Ever fancied Clogging? Tin Arts are
showcasing this traditional dance with some
have a go sessions for all the family.
Club Groovy
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KIRKLEATHAM MUSEUM
AND TOURS

ZOO HUMANS  URBAN
PLAYGROUND
Times: 1am & 2:45pm
BSL
Days: Saturday and Sunday
Location: Kirkleatham Museum Garden

Time: Drop in
Days: Saturday and Sunday
Location: Kirkleatham Museum

Nosiy Toys – Scavengers

NOISY TOYS  SCAVENGERS
Times: 10am-5pm
Days: Saturday and Sunday
Location: Adventure Playground

Zoo Humans – Playground. Photo credit: Richard Gray

Drop-in activities throughout the day:
making noisy circuits with workshop kits,
playing and jamming on ready-made
upcycled instruments. Come and perform
in a (semi rehearsed) noise jam, taking part
in science demonstrations and dismantle
broken computers with screwdrivers.

THE BEST OF ALL POSSIBLE WORLDS
 WHALLEY RANGE ALL STARS

THE TOWN
IS THE MENU 
GUISBOROUGH

Times: 10am-5pm
Day: Saturday
Location: Cycle Powered Stage
ni

s th
eM

en

Times: 12pm and 2pm
Days: Saturday and Sunday
Location: Pink Zone
The Town Is The Menu is back, inspired by
Guisborough in its 900th anniversary year,
full of food, fun and conversation. What
would your town look like on a plate? Pull up
a chair and join our 36 metre long communal
table for an unforgettable three-course
vegetarian lunch under a big sky. This year’s
menu is inspired by the people and the stories
of Guisborough, just along the road from our
festival site. Created by The Ugly Duckling,
a cooking collective who produce nourishing
food that is respectful of the planet - expect a
witty and seasonal feast prepared with local
wonky veg and perfectly good ‘waste’ food.
£7.00 – vegetarian set menu, special dietary
requirements cannot be accommodated, this
is an outdoor event, so dress appropriately.
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Tuned In Redcar presents some of its young
performers, come and celebrate young talent
straight from the heart of the local community.
See stage information for running orders.

The story of a trio of innocents continuously
buffeted by fate – 3 characters torn out of
the pages of a book, Candide and placed
in an unfamiliar, unstable world. There's a
wilderness, the growth of civilisation, territorial
disputes, war, a flood, a miraculous get-away,
bad weather, hell and a happy ending that isn't
what it seems this puppet/object theatre show
will be presented with all the visual panache
and wit expected from the Whalley Range
All Stars. The company is working with D/deaf
artists in order to bring an additional
and different perspective to the goings on.

Photo credit: Angus MacKechnie

TUNED IN PRESENTS
Th
eT
ow

Set in a future where we have forgotten
how to move. They must decide to risk their
comfort for freedom beyond the confines of a
cage. Zoo Humans sees The UPG Team bring
their distinctive performance-parkour and
Attenborough’s narrative to a group of humans
on the verge of forgetting how to move. As they
slowly become aware of the artificial world in
which they’re living, they must decide if they’ll
swap touch-screens for human contact and
risk the comfort of their cage for the lure of the
great outdoors. Through a unique language of
dance at speed and height, they ask, what
will it take to get us moving again, before it’s
too late...?

Times: 11am and 2pm
Days: Saturday and Sunday
Location: Adventure Playground

The Best of All Possible Worlds – Whalley Range All Stars

THE BEWONDERMENT MACHINE 
A BIRD IN THE HAND THEATRE
Times: 11am, 1pm and 2:45pm
Days: Saturday & Sunday
Location: Adventure Playground

Vinyl DJs

VINYL DJ'S
Times: 10am-5pm
Day: Sunday
Location: Cycle Powered Stage
Neil Massey plus guest DJs will be playing
original records from the 60s onwards,
covering soul, funk, jazz, reggae and afrobeat.
See stage information for running orders.

Photo credit: JMA-Photography

The local history museum for the Borough of
Redcar and Cleveland with a treasure trove of
artefacts and exhibitions set on three floors all
hosted within a magnificent 1710 Queen Anne
building. The museum recently launched its
Steel Stories exhibition celebrating the areas
rich steel and iron heritage. Drop in Museum
store tours will be running throughout the day.

The Bewonderment Machine – A Bird in the Hand Theatre

A visually stunning cycle-powered carousel
creating a magical journey for small children
The Bewonderment Machine is an artistbuilt cycle-powered carousel, a kinetic public
sculpture and a magical journey for small
children. This handmade, human-powered
merry-go-round combines hand carved
animals, puppetry, and music. this is a miniature
theatrical flight of the imagination, empowering
the very young to care and to be curious.
Climb on and embark on joyful journey.

www.festivalofthrift.co.uk
Streetwise Opera
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PINK WOODS

SPACE REBEL PRINCESS 
FULLY BOOKED THEATRE
Times: 12:45pm & 3pm
Days: Saturday and Sunday
Location: Adventure Playground

BSL

A fearless young princess raised for royalty
but not for rocketry, dreams of becoming an
astronaut. Outsmarting the confines of her
palace upbringing, and with the help of the
audience, the princess must break free of the
fear that holds her back, and boldly go where
no princess has gone before! In the year that
marks the 50th anniversary of the first humans
landing on the Moon as part of NASA’s Apollo
11 lunar mission, Space Rebel Princess reminds
us to look to the stars.

COOKING WITH FIRE AND SMOKE
Times: 11:15am, 1:30pm & 3.45pm
Days: Saturday and Sunday
Location: Woods
Fixit Café

FIX IT CAFÉ
Times: 10am-5pm
Day: Saturday and Sunday
Location: Pavilion
Fixit Café will be back to fix the world over
a cup of tea (and all of the things you broke
since last year). Bring along something to fix
and our experienced fixers will help you 'find
your fix' from Flymos to iPads and Teasmades
to Tape recorders.

JUNKYARD ORCHESTRA
Times: 11am & 1:30pm
Days: Saturday and Sunday
Location: Adventure Playground

Space Rebel Princess – Fully Booked Theatre. Photo credit: Phil Hill

The Junkyard Orchestra brings together
music, storytelling, instrument building,
recycling, and environmental issues. Parents,
carers and children come and play together
and create your own tunes! You will soon be
grooving on urban world rhythms and playing
fun games with the conductor.

Cooking with Fire and Smoke

WILD BAKES IN THE GREAT
OUTDOORS
Times: 10:15am, 12:30pm & 2:45pm
Days: Saturday and Sunday
Location: Woods
Think you need a fancy oven to bake bread?
Nah, and we will ‘prove’ it. Join artisan baker
and Festival stalwart Adrian Clarke for this
wisdom-stuffed workshop. Get to grips
with fire braziers, improvised ‘pan’ ovens,
Dutch ovens – and get hands on making
(and tasting) damper bread, dropbakes,
socca, flat breads, farls, bannocks and good
old twisty bread. We’ll also look at rocket
stoves and earth ovens for you to try at home
or out camping. Suitable for beginners and
improvers alike. Max. 10 per workshop,
suitable for 10 years old and upwards, children
must be supervised. £10.00

IAN DOUGLAS  STORYTELLER
Times: 12pm, 13:45pm & 3:30pm
Days: Saturday & Sunday
Location: Adventure Playground

Times: 12:45pm & 3pm
Days: Saturday and Sunday
Location: Pavilion
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Wild Bakes
Wild Bakes

LITTLE INVENTORS

Join Little Inventors for the launch of their new
Pioneers programme and Energy Challenge! We
know we all have to change how we live and
take better care of our planet, especially how
we produce and use energy, which is the biggest
reason for pollution on Earth. In this workshop
you can create your own invention from ideas
that help generate, save or use energy better.
Come and draw your idea and have a go at
making a simple prototype model using recycled
materials, helped by the Little Inventors team.
Your idea could help to save the planet! Founder
Dominic Wilson will be talking in the World
Café™ at 1.30M on Saturday.

Cooking outdoors with nature is a great family
adventure, find your inner Bear Grylls with this
hands-on workshop. Chef Richard Allen and
son Charles cover the basics, show you how to
cook with up-cycled equipment, demystify open
fire cooking and share tips and recipes using
berries and herbs, vegetables and fish. Max
14 per workshop, suitable for 5 years old and
upwards, children 5-12 must be supervised.
£10.00

Ian Douglas – Storyteller

BSL

Fresh from his travel across the British Isles our
fabulous storyteller will bring local folk tales
and world myths that will transport you into
worlds of adventure and mystery. Sit down,
relax and let Ian tell you his story, you will
soon be joining in too!

PINK
FOOD ZONE

Little Inventors

Nibble, graze and pace
ourself, stalls are selling a wide choice
of artisan food stuff with hot snacks, meals
and sweet treats.
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WALKABOUT AND POP UP

STOCKTON RIVERSIDE COLLEGE &
REDCAR AND CLEVELAND COLLEGE
Times: 10am-5pm
Days: Saturday and Sunday
Location: Pink & Blue Zone
Redcar and Cleveland College and Stockton
Riverside College will be among our partners
returning to the festival, bringing with them a
host of hands-on activities. Choose from art
stencilling, festival makeup demos, festival
braids, building a wall from recycled bricks or
simply rest your legs in a giant deck chair. A
great opportunity to chat to two of the leading
further education providers in the area and
find out about the variety of courses available.

THE BEE CART  PIF PAF
Days: Saturday & Sunday
Location: Walkabout

Mr Wilson's Second Liners

MR WILSON’S SECOND LINERS
Days: Sunday
Location: Walkabout
New Orleans meets 90s club classics…a rave
funeral without the body! In New Orleans,
funerals are celebrated in style, with noisy
brass bands processing through the streets.
The main section of the parade is known as
First Line, but the real fun starts with the Second
Line, those who follow the band to enjoy the
music, marching with the musicians and twirling
parasols or waving handkerchiefs. Welcome to
Second Lining!

Watch pollen packing dance, learn the waggle
dance and try out Pif Paf’s Buzz Pollenator or
their Flapper-Winger-Tronerators, meet a giant
Varroa Mite, and maybe even get your nose
pollinated! Bee Guides Bombus and Borage
have left the Hive with The Bee Cart – their
mobile world of interaction and surreal but
true information exploring all things Bees and
Pollination. The Bee Cart has been developed
and toured extensively with support from The
Co-operative Plan Bee. It was commissioned
in 2009 by the British Science Association.

QUICK GLANCE
YELLOW ZONE (pg 4-7)
BANDS
BISTRO DU VAN
COW CAR
FOOD COURT
JAMMALOT AND JAMMALITTLE
OXGLAM FASHION SHOW
STALLS
TALKS
THE UNKNOWN
TWO TIN CANS
WORKSHOPS
WORLD CAFÉ

BLUE ZONE (pg 8)
CYCLE HUB
HARVEST SERVICE/ PIMMS AND PRAISE
HERITAGE CRAFT WORKSHOPS
KIRKLEATHAM HALL SCHOOL /ACORN CAFÉ
QUIET AREA
REDCAR & CLEVELAND COLLEGE
ROCKET BUILDING
STALLS
THE LAWNMOWERS

PINK ZONE (pg 10-14)
Stockton Riverside College

PERCY MIDDLESBROUGH
Times: 10am-5pm
Days: Saturday and Sunday
Location: Pink Zone
Percy Middlesbrough is a creative reuse
centre run by volunteers providing low cost art
and craft resources to the community. Drop by
their stall and make some space themed sashes
out of recycled materials.

Bombay Baja

BOMBAY BAJA
Days: Friday & Saturday
Location: Parade & Walkabout
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This high energy processional band will have
you dancing along the lanes with uplifting
Bollywood tunes. This eye-catching band
will cleverly combine brass instruments with
popular Indian melodies together with the
powerful rhythms of the Dhol. Creating a
carnival atmosphere wherever they go they
never fail to get people joining in. So get
clapping, dancing and singing along as
they move.

The Bee Cart – Pif Paf

THE RINGMASTER
Days: Saturday & Sunday
Location: Walkabout
Paulus – our Ringmaster is a well-known
figure at events, festivals and celebrations
across the UK for the past two decades,
providing cheeky banter and information
in equal measure. After his success on All
Together now, Paulus will be on hand during
the weekend to let you know what is going on
and where so that you don't miss out.

CAMPFIRE COOKING & WILD BAKES
CLOGGING
CLUB GROOVY
CYCLE POWERED STAGE
FIXIT CAFÉ
FOOD COURT
IAN DOUGLAS STORYTELLER
JUNKYARD ORCHESTRA
LITTLE INVENTORS
MISSION OUT OF CONTROL
NOISY TOYS
PERCY MIDDLESBROUGH
SPACE REBEL PRINCESS
STALLS
STOCKTON RIVERSIDE COLLEGE
THE BEST OF ALL POSSIBLE WORLDS
THE BEWONDERMENT MACHINE
THE ECO CHALLENGE ESCAPE ROOM
THE TOWN IS THE MENU
TUNED IN! REDCAR
VINYL DJS
ZOO HUMANS

WALKABOUT (pg 14-15)
BOMBAY BAJA
MISSION OUT OF CONTROL
MR WILSON'S SECOND LINERS
THE BEE CART
THE RINGMASTER
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TIMETABLE
10:30

10:45

11:00

11:15

11:30

11:45

12:00

12:15

12:30

12:45

13:00

13:15

13:30

14:00

13:45

Junk Jam

Whalley
Range
All Stars
Urban
Playground

Urban Kaos

BSL

BIKE STAGE

Lara

ST.CUTHBERTS

Lawnmowers

TOASTING
GATE
FIELD

Storytelling

10:15

10:30

10:45

Clogg Dance
Workshops

Space Rebel
Princess

Storytelling

BSL
Ravyn Masters

11:30

12:15

11:45

12:00

DANCE
SPACE
BIKE STAGE
TOASTING
GATE
FIELD
SABIC STAGE

Urban Kaos

Alex May

Twice Brewed

16:30

16:45

Storytelling

12:30

12:45

13:00

13:15

13:30

Space Rebel
Princess

BSL

The Unknown

Dylan Cartlidge

13:45

14:00

BSL

World Cafe™

Danny Devon

Storytelling

14:15

14:30

14:45

15:00

15:15

Captain of the Lost Waves

15:30

15:45

16:00

16:15

16:30

16:45

Town is the Menu – Guisborough

Bewonderment
Machine

BSL

Storytelling

Bewonderment
Machine

BSL

Storytelling

Whalley
Range
All Stars
Clogg Dance
Workshops

Poetry Slam

The Unknown

Space Rebel
Princess

BSL

Undivine
Telephoneline
The Unknown

Kay Greyson

Urban
Playground

Urban Kaos

OxGlam

The Lulas

Clogg Dance
Workshops

Twice Brewed

Its Complicated

TALK What do
you Think about
Zero Plastic

TALK Extinction
Rebellion
Barbra Helen

16:15

Junk Jam

Bewonderment
Machine

BSL

BSL

TALK Little Inventors
– What Future
For Energy

TALK What Can
Fashion Do For
Planet Earth
The Wild Rover
and The Haverton
Hillbillies

Whalley
Range
All Stars
Urban
Playground

16:00

Lawnmowers
OxGlam

Town is the Menu – Guisborough
Storytelling

15:45

Alex May

Lawnmowers

Junk Jam

ADVENTURE
PLAYGROUND

15:30

Clogg Dance
Workshops

Its Complicated

The Unknown

11:15

15:15

Bewonderment
Machine

BSL

Urban
Playground

Urban Kaos

Lawnmowers

11:00

15:00

Whalley
Range
All Stars

Undivided
Telephoneline

Jodie Nicholson

14:45

Town is the Menu – Guisborough

Bewonderment
Machine

BSL

The Unknown

SABIC STAGE

SUNDAY

Bewonderment
Machine

HeInfa
rcu nt
les

DANCE
SPACE

Storytelling

14:30

Junk Jam
Town is the Menu – Guisborough

ADVENTURE
PLAYGROUND

14:15

in Be
Sh st
ow

10:15

BSL

in Be
Sh st
ow

SATURDAY

Space Rebel
Princess

BSL

Mouthful and
Phoenix Choir

The Unknown

Tuned In!
Workshop Band

BSL

World Cafe™

Biscuit Head and the
Biscuit Badgers

Pons Aelius

Se e on lin e
FOR DETAILS
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www.festivalofthrift.co.uk

[BSL = Bitish Sign Language Signer provided]
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12–19 SEPTEMBER 2019
Returning for a second year
Viewpoints is focusing on
clean air in the Tees Valley.

GREENHOUSE
CABINET OF CURIOSITY
Darlington Indoor Market, DL1 5PN

HALDANE
COLIN DAVIES

TRANSPIRE/RESPIRE/INSPIRE
DAWN FELICIA KNOX
Middlesbrough Train Station, TS1 1EG

THE FESTIVAL SIMPLY WOULDN’T
HAPPEN WITHOUT OUR DEDICATED
TEAM OF PROFESSIONALS.

THANKS GO TO
OUR STAFF TEAM
Dan Adams, Alicia Carroll, Jo Deans, Steffi
Harrevelt, Della Haq, Joanne Hodgson, Laura
Hunter, Tracy Kidd, Maddie Maughan, Karen
Preston, Simon Preston, Cara Pringle and
Rachel Smith.
OUR SITE TEAM
Dean Allman, Stephanie Costello, Abby Dennison,
Greg Hardman, Jane Hierons, Sue Hurrell,
Kate James, Steve Marshall, Sarah Mayhew
Craddock, Alex Mccabe, Kathryn Harker,
Caroline Pearce, Rebecca Robinson
and Lesley Strickland.
Images: Tracy Kidd
Photography unless
otherwise stated.
OUR
AWARDS
MAJOR
FUNDING
PARTNERS
KEY
PARTNERS
OUR
SUPPORTERS
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THANKS ALSO GO TO
Mark Adams, Anchor Housing, Fran
Anderson, BBC Tees, James Beighton, Ken
Brown, Campervan owners who kindly lent us
their vans, volunteer cooks, Gary Cummins, Jane
Cuthbert, James Dale, Trevor Downson, Gerardine
Hemingway MBE, Wayne Hemingway MBE, Mark
Hickson, Lyn Hugill, Carl Joyce, Kirkleatham Hall
School, Cllr. Karen King, Cheryl Lumley, Ged and
Ellie Mathieson, Gary Mawson, Vicky McDermott,
MIMA, Navigator North , Alex Nicholson, Oxfam
Darlington, Wendy Parvin, Sharon Paterson, Andy
Pearson, Riverford North Yorkshire and South
Durham, Christine Sands, Rowena Sommerville,
Rev Matt Stiles and all at St Cuthbert’s Church,
Stellar Projects, Tuned In, The Link, all the staff of
Redcar and Cleveland Council, Cleveland Police
and the Independent Safety Advisory Group,
Cllr. Carl Quartermain, Pauline Taylor,
Linda Tuttiett, all our wonderful
volunteers, Claire Wordsworth
and all the residents of
Kirkleatham Village and
Sir William Turner’s
Almshouses.

SIT, STOP
SALLY HOGARTH
Near Majuba Car Park, Redcar, TS10 5BJ

YOU SEE, BREATHE, FEEL
PETER EVANS
Palace Arts gallery, Esplanade,
Redcar, TS10 3AE

HUMAN SENSORS
KASIA MOLGA
Palace Arts gallery, Esplanade,
Redcar, TS10 3AE

#FreeEntry #ViewpointsTV

www.festivalofthrift.co.uk/viewpoints

BEHIND
EVERY GREAT
FESTIVAL...

TWI Technology Centre
Riverside Park Industrial Estate,
Ferrous Road, Middlesbrough, TS2 1DJ

